Case Study - Emergency Alerts

AT A GLANCE
Company:

OpenMarket™ Powers Emergency Alert
Services with Mobile Engagement Platform

• 257,000 employees worldwide
• Offices in more than 200 cities in
54 countries
• Global clients in the Americas,
APAC and EMEA
Industry:
• Management consulting
• Technology services
• Outsourcing
Need:
• Concern about employee health
and well-being in emergency
situations
Solution:
• Critical disaster alerts to employees
at multiple sites via automatic
escalating messaging channels
and system logic
Benefits:
• Employee welfare
• Simple, single-touch start to
automated workflow making
system easy to use and efficient
• Synchronization of employee
locations from legacy client systems
with mobile engagement platform

With over six billion subscribers in the world today, mobile has gone main
stream. It is the fastest, most reliable notification channel for delivering
critical information to devices that are “always on.” In fact, many organizations
today are using mobile messaging as part of their emergency alerting and
notifications systems. Research from McCormick Mobile Media shows that
almost 94 percent of SMS messages are read, and most are read within five
minutes of their receipt.
When emergency strikes it is essential to contact those potentially affected
as quickly as possible. Mobile messaging offers an effective means of
providing warnings or contacting people after the event to assess their
safety because their mobile devices are always close by. By leveraging
multiple mobile messaging channels, OpenMarket clients can activate an
automated communications plan to identify impacted employees and get
them immediate assistance.

Challenge
A leading global management consulting firm was concerned about the health
and well-being of their employees in emergency situations.
With more than 250,000 employees in over 50 countries, they wanted to
monitor the safety of their staff and deliver the high level of service their
clients expect. It was critical to communicate potentially hazardous conditions
with employees located throughout the world, and to provide a way to quickly
identify employees that needed help.

Solution
The company selected a broad portfolio of OpenMarket’s services, including
Multi-Channel Mobile Engagement Platform, Global 2-Way SMS Messaging,
Interactive Voice Response (IVR), email and professional services, as its highly
available mass notification and response solution for its global employees.

By combining the multi-channel messaging services into one integrated solution,
the company was able to instantly and efficiently contact employees in affected
regions to determine their status and quickly get them help if needed. The
response system allowed an operator to begin a question and answer workflow
that automatically escalated from one mobile messaging channel to the next
until the employee is reached and their safety is confirmed.
By leveraging OpenMarket’s intuitive web interface, flexible system architecture
and global connectivity, the company could quickly create, launch and manage
emergency notifications and employee interactions across mobile operators on
five continents. The company used the platform to build customized logic flows
for fast, two-way interactive messaging with employees to confirm their safety
immediately. For example, in the wake of a recent weather storm, the agency
sent simple text messaging alerts asking if employees required help. Employees
responded by selecting multiple choice options such as “safe – working
remotely” or “safe – in the office.” If employees responded as “not safe,” they
were automatically routed to an emergency hotline and the company placed a
direct call to the employees in need.

Results & Benefits
Communicating with staff during an emergency can be a keystone of any
company’s disaster preparedness plan. This company was successful in quickly
activating its emergency notifications using a straightforward and automated
multi-channel communications platform.
By applying a user-friendly interface, standard message templates and robust
logic engine to process its messages, the company was able to effectively
communicate with employees within seconds.
The ability to quickly assess – and ultimately help staff impacted by emergencies –
meant that the company took care of their employees while delivering a high
level of service to their own clientele.
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